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Abstract 

The reactions of thiirane with ammonia, a series of primary amines and aniline have been studied 

by means of ab initio Hartree-Fock calculations at the 6-31G* level. The transition state 

geometries were characterized and used to determine the relative rates of reaction. In all cases, 

anti attack by the nucleophile was favored. Relative rates for the aliphatic amines varied by a 

factor of less than twenty, with ethylamine being most reactive. Ammonia reacted more than 

twenty and aniline almost 8 x 104 times slower than tert-butylamine. The results can be 

rationalized on the basis of relative nucleophilicity and nonbonding interactions. 
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Introduction 

 

Thiiranes,1 the simplest sulfur heterocycles, occur in nature, and have been used advantageously 

in the pharmaceutical, polymer, pesticide and herbicide industries.2 Very recently the utility of 

thiirane intermediates was demonstrated in a synthesis of thioglycosides.3 Their oxygen analogs, 

epoxides, have enjoyed numerous synthetic applications due in part to their relative ease of 

handling, and reactivity with a range of nucleophiles with predictable regio- and 

stereoselectivity. Thiiranes offer these synthetic possibilities combined with the rich chemistry 

that a vicinal thiol group in the product provides. Extensive development of this chemistry of 

thiiranes has been thwarted in part by the observation that yields of nucleophilic substitution 

products can be significantly lowered by polymerization side reactions occasioned by the 

generation of nucleophilic products that compete for unreacted thiirane. In addition, certain 

physical properties of low molecular weight sulfur compounds have diminished their 

attractiveness to potential practitioners.4 Given the dearth of research on the relative rates of 

nucleophilic opening reactions of thiiranes,5 the following investigation was undertaken.  

This study calculated the relative rates of reaction of the parent compound with ammonia, a 
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series of primary aliphatic amines and aniline. One advantage of computational chemistry is that 

it can significantly reduce the number of laboratory experiments that have to be performed by 

focusing on those key reactions that calculation identifies as most promising. It is assumed that 

the most reactive amines are most likely to provide acceptable yields of substitution products. 

Ideally, synergism between the laboratory and computer can result in expeditious solutions to 

synthetic problems. While most synthetic reactions are performed in solution, our initial 

calculations were performed in the absence of solvent. Gaussian 946 was used to identify the 

transition state, its geometry and corresponding thermodynamic parameters. Transition state 

theory was then applied in order to determine the relative rates of the reaction.  
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Calculations for ammonia, possessing C3v symmetry, were straightforward. For the remaining 

amines of lower symmetry classification, molecular mechanics was used to identify each 

conformational minimum. In order to increase the likelihood of discovering all available 

transition states, three modes of initial approach were considered for each conformation. These 

were generated by first choosing a staggered orientation about the forming carbon−nitrogen 

bond; the remaining two approaches resulted from rotation about this partial bond by increments 

of 120o. The relative free energies of the conformations allowed their mole fractions to be 

determined and used in calculation of the total rate of the amine.7 It is interesting to note that the 

approach in which the alkyl group of the amine assumed an anti orientation about the forming 

carbon−nitrogen bond with respect to the carbon-carbon bond of the thiirane was invariably 

found to be the lowest energy pathway.The Figure provides the transition state geometry for the 

anti mode (left) and for one of the gauche modes of approach for the reaction of methylamine 

with thiirane. Careful inspection of the second approach will demonstrate that the dihedral angle 

of the C-N---C-C bond is larger than 120o. This is an apparent attempt of the transition state 

structure to minimize unfavorable nonbonding interactions between the amine methyl and the 

distant methylene group of the thiirane.  

 

 

 
Figure 1. Stereoviews for transition states resulting from two modes of approach of methylamine 
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to thiirane.  

Each unique approach for every conformation for a given amine resulted in a specific reaction 

rate. Analysis of these data was accomplished by means of Curtin−Hammett/Winstein−Holness 

kinetics.8,9 The rates of these parallel reactions for each conformation were summed, multiplied 

by the conformational mole fraction and added to these quantities derived from the other 

conformations to give the total rate.Calculations for certain amines were rather lengthy. 

Ethylamine and isopropylamine were found to have two and four conformational minima 

respectively.A total of six transition states were incorporated into the calculation for the former 

amine, and twelve for the latter.  

In the case of tert-butylamine, only one transition state corresponding to an anti orientation 

was derived regardless of the geometry of the initial approach. This finding emphasizes the 

importance of nonbonding interactions in the transition state.  

The Table provides the relative rates of reaction for ammonia and primary amines with thiirane. 

Primary aliphatic amines should be considerably more reactive than ammonia. Ethylamine is 

predicted to be the most reactive species. This can be rationalized by the observation that it 

represents the best compromise between nucleophilicity and steric bulk. When the size of the 

attached alkyl group becomes important as is the case for isopropyl and tert-butylamine, the 

reaction rate is retarded. It is interesting, however, that all aliphatic amines react at reasonable 

rates with thiirane, the fastest less than twenty times faster than the slowest. 

 

Table 1. Relative Rates of Reaction of Ammonia and Primary Amines with Thiirane at 

298.15 oK in the Gas Phase  
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As expected, aniline is the least reactive nucleophile. Such behavior is typical of aromatic 

amines.10  

 

As mentioned above, there is scant experimental data for comparison. While use of reaction 

yields to assess relative reaction rates is fraught with difficulties (differences in solvent, 

temperature, reaction times, skill in product isolation), these data represent the only link between 

theory and experiment. When thiirane was reacted in a sealed tube at 90 – 100o, the yields with 

primary amines were ca. 50% following purification by distillation; the yield with aniline was 
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52%.11 Using ethylene monothiolcarbonate,12 2-thioethyl carbamates,13 and 2-hydroxyethyl-

thiolcarbonates14−16 in the presence of base for the in situ generation of thiirane, Reynolds and 

coworkers found aniline to be inert in refluxing toluene, conditions that produced good yields 

with aliphatic amines. These results are in qualitative agreement with those obtained 

computationally; clearly the results for aniline are divergent17 and should be reinvestigated.  

The intrinsic relative reactivities of thiirane and oxirane, the compound routinely chosen for 

synthesis of β-substituted alcohols, were calculated. With both ammonia and methylamine, the 

sulfur heterocycle was calculated to react more than 1013 times faster than its oxygen analogue in 

the gas phase. This rather surprising observation appears to be at odds with laboratory 

experience. It is likely that protons, proton sources or other acid species are present in most 

experiments in sufficient quantity to catalyze the oxirane opening reaction.  

It should be borne in mind that these calculations of predicted reactivity for thiirane with 

selected nucleophiles were conducted in the gas phase. This approach was taken because of the 

fact that in many cases, when similar systems are compared, reasonable agreement between gas 

phase calculations and the experimental results is obtained. From a practical point of view, the 

calculation time is considerably diminished when solvent models18 are not included. Once the 

geometry of the gas phase transition state is obtained, it may be used as the starting point for 

solution calculations, leading to a reduction in computational time.   

Most synthetic reactions are conducted in solution. Because the reaction of thiirane with 

amines results in a zwitterionic product with charge development reflected in the transition state, 

one would anticipate the solvent to play an important role in reaction rates. More polar solvents 

would be expected to stabilize the transition state and accelerate the reaction. To obtain a 

qualitative concept of how the rates might be affected in solution, the dipole moments were 

obtained from the output files. Thiirane is rather nonpolar with a calculated dipole moment, µ, of 

0.8633 Debye, lower than the experimental value.19a In its reaction with ammonia,   

µ = 1.7768 D,19b the dipole moment increases significantly to 10.7274 D. A similar result is 

obtained for the aliphatic amines with calculated µave = 1.4238 D transformed into transition 

states with calculated µave = 10.9202 D. The present calculations demonstrate that there is a 

considerable increase in polarity of the transition state. Given the ability of an aromatic ring to 

accept positive charge, it is not surprising that the largest change in polarity occurs in the 

reaction of aniline. Specifically, computations for aniline give the following results: µ = 1.6090 

D,19c while that of its transition state was determined to be 12.9000 D. Since solvent effects can 

drastically alter nucleophilicity,20 computational methods provide a rational approach to 

prediction of rate changes in solution. Such calculations are in progress and will be reported in 

due course.  

 

 

Computational Methodology  

 

All calculations were performed on a Silicon Graphics Octane workstation. Molecular mechanics 
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conformational searches were conducted using MacroModel Version 6.0.21 Gaussian 946 was 

used for the restricted Hartree−Fock calculations using the 6-31G* basis set (HF/6-31G*). To 

assure a thorough search for the transition state, the keyword, calcall, was included in the route 

section of the input file. The starting geometry for a chosen approach for a particular 

conformation was obtained using the semi-empirical AM1 method available in Spartan Version 

5.1.122 to conduct a transition structure search. The Cartesian coordinates so obtained were 

converted to a Z-matrix by means of the newzmat utility and inserted into the input file. 

Optimization of the ground states for the reactants included a frequency calculation so that the 

thermodynamic parameters would be computed. The primary requirement for successful location 

of a transition state was finding only one imaginary frequency. Animation of this frequency 

using GaussView demonstrated whether this frequency was reasonably placed along the reaction 

coordinate. Alternatively the reaction path protocol (IRC keyword) could be employed. A scale 

factor of 0.9135 was used for the zero point energies to eliminate systematic errors.   
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